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Linkedin profile banner template

It's natural for users of LinkedIn, Facebook and other social networking services to assume that their profiles are their own to use and modify over time as they see fit. After all, profiles like them feel like extensions of their own; Rather like the cars we drive or the homes we live in, they're mostly someone else's business, right? Wrong - at least probable. As was highlighted by a
report published on a distributed marketing blog on Friday, companies are seeking to increase control over what their employees post online, and LinkedIn is no exception. Stopping user editing all began on Tuesday, when compliance software vendor Actiance announced what it calls LinkedIn static content pre-approval workflow capabilities in its socialite platform for social media
management and compliance. The platform is designed to help financial services firms comply with rules such as the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA) Regulatory Notice 10-06, which requires that all static content from companies in the industry be pre-approved before publication, including content on blogs and social networks. Towards this objective, the socialite
enables pre-approval of content added to popular social networking sites including Facebook and Twitter. Now, thanks to the platform's new LinkedIn features, socialite LinkedIn profiles intercept end-user edits and automatically reroute changes to a compliance officer for review, Actiance explains in the press release. The reviewer is then able to identify specific elements of a
LinkedIn profile that were changed and can either accept or reject edits as well as comment. In other words, when you're gearing up to hunt for a new job, your employer can not only see, but it can also potentially prevent any changes you want to make to your LinkedIn profile. It's not just changes that you tax on corporate networks that will be seen, either. In fact, socialite gives
companies the ability to monitor, warn and capture changes made from far too much, including mobile devices. What makes LinkedIn different? There has been some controversy about Actiance's announcement, made more interesting by the relative lack of controversy surrounding such capabilities on other social networks. There is a theory about distributed marketing. What
makes LinkedIn different is that a lot of people use LinkedIn as a way to develop connections that will boost their careers — or as a job search and business development site, it explained. Some companies have had LinkedIn pages until recently, the blog explains, but now LinkedIn has become one of the most powerful social media channels for corporate and local marketers as
well. Many multi-channel marketing organizations have reported excellent results from partnerships in LinkedIn groups and communities, and encourage employee use of the product as part of corporate marketing efforts are. That has increased corporate use, in turn, New focus on monitoring employees' usage. 'Your social media will be monitored' so what does this mean for
LinkedIn users like you and me? Good question. Distributed marketing insurance, asked myriad experts in legal, human resources and social media to share their interpretation and suggestions to employees, and there are many tips and insights into their posts. For me, capturing, editing or blocking LinkedIn profile updates is really a bold, big brother move, Bill Tyson, an insurance
industry expert and CEO of Strategic Marketing Plus, told the blog. From a practical standpoint, most compliance departments (except in rare cases like military and defense) will not approve this level of intrusion into an employee's personal life activities (i.e. job search). Employment attorney Donna Ballman warned, people who signed a non-compete or non-solicitation agreement
with their employers, meanwhile, will be monitored by your social media attention once you leave. Some employers are demanding that former employees unlink and de-friend their contacts associated with LinkedIn, Facebook, and other social network company. Proceed with caution this morning I asked LinkedIn to comment about this controversial subject. One of our central
principles at LinkedIn is that we put our members first, said Hani Durzi, director of corporate communications of the company. We allow our members to control and manage information on their profiles. They decide who to connect and what they should share and what to consume. At the same time, companies in industries where the use of social media for business purposes are
regulated are obliged to comply with those regulations, Durzi added. The bottom line, it seems to me, is that there are clearly countless grey areas here that will require tried and tested in the courts before any tough and rapid rules emerge. In the meantime, you can think carefully about how you move forward. Note: When you buy something after clicking on the link in our articles,
we can earn a small commission. Read our Affiliate Link Policy for more information. If you want to customize your LinkedIn profile, you need to prepare each section correctly. Once you've put your profile together, you'll need to keep your page up for maximum exposure. This underlines the 25-point checklist to complete sections and guide you on how to complete these sections
with optimal results – and all this is accomplished in a day. 25 ways to improve your LinkedIn profile will also put you ahead of most of your competitors. All of them do, and you might just amaze prospective employers. 1. Put your name in the light Enter your name as you want to be said. You can use the pre-name function if you have changed your name during your career and
want to be found under your former name. You can also choose that your Who sees the name. 2. Optimizing your tagline the most is very important for your LinkedIn profile. Inch Inch Tagline, also known as your title, use keywords, descriptors and deliverables for which you want to be found hiring managers and employers. Make sure you don't let this line default to your current
job title. Instead, use this 120-character area to give the reader a snapshot of their professional brand so they'll want to click on your profile link to read further. Hiring managers use these keywords to find people really like you! What types of keywords and phrases to use stumped? Take a look at the job details that appeal to you, and then choose the phrases that best describe
you. Here's an example of a before and after tagline: Before: SVP, Followed by Stanford Capital Partners: Financial Services SVP/COO. Investment management. Customer services. M&A Integration. Margin increased to 3. Use a professional-looking headshot Whether you hire a professional photographer or use a personal photo, the right image associated with your LinkedIn
profile is important. Use a picture in which you look professional and it is suitable for the type of industry you are in and the type of job you are applying for. As a candidate for employers and recruitment managers you want to feel a personal relationship with. Including a photo on your LinkedIn profile increases your profile by 40%. A picture can't — or worse, be a bad picture option
— hurt the serious impact your profile creates. Invest in a professional photo or choose a photo of your own where you are professionally dressed. Choose a cropped headshot that's free of blouses, other people and background distractions. 4. Use background images you have the option to include background images to complement your profile photo for further branding. You
can choose an image (make sure you have rights to use photos) or use meme maker to create an image of a quote that signifies standing up for you. This is a great place to showcase your personal brand that you want to put forward. The size of this photo is 1400 x 425 pixels and should be .jpg, .gif or .png file. LinkedIn profile photo and background photo 5. Claim vanity URLs
When you put a direct link to your name in it it makes it very easy for people to point to your LinkedIn profile. LinkedIn allows you to easily customize your profile URL, and you should change it at all if you're not already. If you don't, you'll be stuck with a normal (and long) link that will find it difficult to include on your resume content and/or business cards. These LinkedIn Help
instructions show you how your public profile URL is optimized (otherwise known as vanity URLs). Under the vanity URL and the top third of your profile, you have your LinkedIn URL as well as Twitter handles, three website addresses, one The option to include the web address, phone number, email address and more - neatly placed in an address file in the lower right hand
corner of your introduction box. This section makes you take advantage of It's easy to hire managers to contact you. 7. Adjust your public profile settings LinkedIn automatically sets profiles viewed by the public. When your profile comes in search engine results you can customize which sections are visible to the public (and which aren't). Usually, you'll see all sections, but you can
choose a different strategy when deciding whether shown or not shown. 8. Create achievement-driven summary and experience section Summary section provides you 2,000-character space to showcase your achievements and key achievements. Additionally, you can refer to other parts of your profile here, to encourage readers to keep scrolling across other sections of your
profile where your work is more prominently displayed. Here's where you can really start building your brand. Fluff and remove the cliché and instead let this section jam packed with action-inspired information and language, letting your personality shine through to that potential employer. Don't tell anyone you're result-driven, display this fact by quoting specific results in your
profile. You want to make sure that you give your best first impression in the first 363 characters of your profile section. Why that weird number? This is the number of characters that appear on your page, without anyone having to click to read more. Here's a guide to developing achievement driven statements for your summary and experience sections. For each task or claim you
are making: ask yourself, how do I make money, save money, streamline a process, improve results or contribute to culture? Another way to ask this question is, how do I know I did a good job? And then describe what that good work looked like. Using these two questions will steer you away from wasting space by listing job responsibility tasks in your profile and instead put you
on the road to developing achievement-driven language in your profile. 9. Use keywords in summary and experience sections Keywords are important in your profile, not just in your tagline. In your Summary and Experience sections, you'll want to use terms that will enable managers to find you in keyword search. Quick Tip: To identify the keywords and acronyms required in your
profile, cut and paste job descriptions into word cloud applications like Wordle.net. Then include these keywords in the content of your summary and experience sections. You'll want to use these keywords to develop the skill section of your page (more on it later). Use words that display your abilities, subject expertise and skill sets as often as possible, especially in your summary
and experience classes. 10 Showcase Your Work Your profile has several sections that allow you to showcase your work and professional credentials and showcase your personality. of these The section can add dimensions to your overall brand. For example, use Project section Spotlight to work which is relevant to your profession. (Make sure you have permission to use this
content publicly on your profile.) This is a particularly great choice for copywriters, graphic artists, conference speakers and corporate trainers. What you decide to include here can help you set aside from other candidates. Include relevant information in each of these sections such as publications, projects, courses and volunteer experience. Upload applicable media, presentations
and videos. Make sure what you include reinforces your personal brand. 11. Complete all sections and complete your profile, the better chance you have to turn into someone's search results. Be sure to complete all sections including education, certificates, interests and other section options that provide your profile when applicable. Keep in mind that each information will have an
overall impact on your individual brand. Include details that help increase your brand and strengthen your profile. So you know many languages? Have you received your honors and awards? Do you have patents? These are the types of details that could help you rise above the competition for performance. 12. Embed media elements to keep reader busy If you want the reader to
make your profile extra attractive and interesting to scroll down your profile, add media such as documents, videos, images and audio. In short, you're creating a portfolio to go with your resume. You can easily embed these links in your summary, work experience, education, project and other sections. As with everyone else, you will want to make sure the media supports your
brand chosen and reinforces your image in a positive way. 13. Choose the right skill skills section allows you to build a quick relationship with the different skill sets you want to promote. Be careful in choosing the right skills – you can choose up to 50 – for the job you're seeking and for your personal brand. The options seem limitless, but here's the place to remember your
expertise. Focus only on the skills that make the most sense for your overall profile and the types of jobs you're seeking. You can refer job descriptions for guidance on keywords and phrases to include. 14. Get recommendations including colleagues, managers, customers, sellers, aca and others providing recommendations about your work and abilities, the best type of social
boost you can get on LinkedIn. Access your connection and ask them to provide a recommendation. The more qualitative the recommendation is, the better. 15. Don't forget advertising ads get a bad rap sometimes, just because they're easy to give and you can be supported for skills you don't want to perform or may not even have. There is no fear. What skills do you Get support
and have full control over the order in which they appear. When you choose the right skills, it will be easier for your connection Provide advertising. Choose to have the most relevant and relevant ads. It's okay to remove advertising for topics related to your brand or your targeted job(s). LinkedIn ads are important, even if you think they're too easy to get or they can undermine your
recommendations. You may be notified when someone supports you. That gives you a head so you can thank the endorr. Even better, it's an easy way to open a conversation and network. 16. Rearrange streams to display your best yourself Did you know that you can rearrange the sections of your profile that you deem most important and perform first which puts you in the best
light? To do this, look for the icon in the upper right hand corner of each section that the LinkedIn section will move. Then organize your sections based on what you think is most important to your target audience. For job seekers, it's potential employers. 17. The decision to include personal details (or not) it may be obvious to you to include (or not!) personal details. For American
job seekers, it's not necessary to include personal details. For those seeking positions outside the U.S., a birth date and marital status are more customary. 18. Align your profile data to your resume information In most job application scenarios, managers will get your LinkedIn profile after reviewing your resume. It is important that your resume and LinkedIn profile match up. This
is not word for word, but dates, titles, information and skills need to confirm each other. Not having these two documents in alignment can fail your job search and even call your credibility into question. 19. Make your LinkedIn profile mobile friendly 40% of LinkedIn users use LinkedIn mobile apps. While the information a reader finds on the computer is what can be found on a
mobile device, the layout and functionality are different, so there are a few things to pay extra attention to. Take a look at the first 73 characters of my tagline and the first 42 characters in my profile summary, as shown in the screenshot below. To learn how your profile appears on a mobile device, check it out on your phone. LinkedIn profiles on a mobile device 20. Get active on
the site how active you are on the site, it is prominently displayed on your profile and weighted by LinkedIn. Participating in groups, posting status updates, commenting on posts and liking content are ways to connect with other users and share information with your connection. When someone views your profile, they can see how active you've been on LinkedIn and how often
you've posted or shared information. Update your status on a regular basis, so your network can see what you're doing. Status Updates of an article As simple as you've found interesting, information about the event you're attending or details on the presentation you're presenting. You can also attach by submitting Question your network or answer someone else's question. The
more you arrive, the more likely you are to get engaged in return. Remember, having a strong LinkedIn profile is only one piece of the puzzle to get more thoughts on your profile. Engaging members is the important second step to bring ideas to their profile. Stay active in your groups and with your connections, and you'll see an increase in your profile views. 21. Update your
connections on a monthly basis, update the contacts included in your list of LinkedIn connections. LinkedIn gives you a powerful tool to expand your network. Go to My Network, click on the connection and click the star wheel to add your Gmail contacts to invite to your network or to correct to import contacts. Also, under My Network, you can choose Add Contacts, and LinkedIn
will let you add individuals one by one or choose your email provider to sync your contacts with your profile connection. 22. Complete your profile 100% when your profile is complete, it will appear in your network's LinkedIn search results. As a job seeker, this is paramount for being found by employers. Follow the prompts in completing your profile. If you are not currently working,
enter a current status that indicates the type of job you are looking for. Also, outline the professional activities you're doing in search of your next role. Having the status for this submission listed will complete your profile 100%. 23. Join 100 LinkedIn groups When you join 100 groups, you're now in the connection webs of group members of these 100 groups – not just your three-
degree connection connection webs. This enables your profile to show more search results faster. 24. Like and comment on other people's status updates Engagement will enhance your profile ideas and can lead to offline conversations. Using LinkedIn as an online networking tool that leads to offline connections is the goal. 25. Share articles that will help others post information
that is relevant to your industry and profession so you look like a professional resource for your peers. The last thought to develop a strong LinkedIn profile these days is an important piece of almost any job search. And being active on the site increases your chances of seeing your profile by the right parties. Completing these checklist items will enable you to get a keyword-
optimized, achievement-laden profile that, when combined with visual-creation activities, will increase your chances of hiring managers so you can find you for the right thing to do (and you find managers to hire for the right thing). Chameleon Résumé's Lisa Rangel® Forbes' top 100 career website www.chameleonresumes.com LLC, is a 10-time certified resume writer, job search
consultant and former recruiter. Hired as premium career group moderator and official LinkedIn blog writer by, he has been featured on Fast Company, Business Insider, Forbes, is, CNBC, Time Money, BBC Capital, Newsweek, EfinnelCareers, CIO Magazine, Monster, US News and World Report, Good Morning America and Fox Business News. Clark.com job resources over:
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